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National security readiness: How data can improve national security crisis response

National security organizations need to be ready to respond to all types of
crises, whether natural or man-made. How can data help them be truly ready?

S

UN TZU, ONE of history’s military strategists

These are important questions for national security

said, “The art of war teaches us to rely not on

organizations to answer during a crisis, yet execu-

the likelihood of the enemy’s not coming, but

tion can be surprisingly challenging. However, a

on our own readiness to receive him.”1 Indeed, for

few simple steps using technology can help connect

centuries, readiness has been a key requirement of

national security organizations, providing a unified

militaries around the world. But today, we live in

picture from top to bottom that can describe if the

an increasingly complex world where not just the

organization is truly ready.

military but a variety of departments and agencies
across government must be ready to respond

Are national security
organizations ready?

to crises.
Take, for example, a large-scale attack on a major
US city. In the minutes, hours, and days that follow

Even during regular operations, some national

the blast, the Departments of Homeland Security

security organizations can struggle to see a unified

(DHS), State, and Justice, the Federal Bureau of

picture of all of their assets and activities. For

Investigation (FBI), the Central Intelligence

example, Customs & Border Protection (CBP) and

Agency, and others would jump into action to

the Coast Guard might both spot a vessel at sea

secure the scene, communicate warnings to the

with all the hallmarks of a narcotics smuggling

public, track down and arrest the culprits, make

operation. DHS leadership, however, may not be

requests of foreign allies, comb through intelli-

able to see that CBP’s helicopter is close enough to

gence, and prevent follow-on attacks.

monitor the vessel until a Coast Guard ship arrives
for interdiction. That can lead to obstacles in

These national security organizations would need

decision-making during a fast-moving operation,

to effectively coordinate with each other, deploying

and unnecessary danger for forward personnel.

and calling upon thousands of personnel and assets
in a dynamic and dangerous situation. In many

These specific examples can help focus the ques-

cases, these agencies would coordinate but not

tions: What are the specific capabilities needed to

command, collecting information from hundreds

respond to a terrorist attack in a specific place?

of sources and distributing it to the right stakehold-

Who is within range to interdict a vessel? When the

ers. Each of them having pressing questions: What

questions become more abstract—are we ready to

search and rescue capabilities are available near

respond to every threat to the United States?—the

the scene of the incident? Which federal law

difficulty increases exponentially. National security

enforcement assets can be deployed immediately,

organizations face a daunting set of requirements:

and how best can they communicate and coordi-

to be prepared for crises, natural and man-made,

nate with local police? What databases might have

intentional and accidental, physical and cyber, in

information relevant to the attackers and the vic-

all their dimensions. Against a backdrop of prolif-

tims? Who are the best contacts in foreign

erating threats and increasing demands on the US

governments to consult on the international

government to leverage every dollar in the budget,

response to the attack?

it’s time to ask, how can national security organizations be truly ready?
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One possible answer is that national security orga-

subordinate organizations, likely still lack the abil-

nizations could benefit from a better, more

ity to see an up-to-date and actionable unified

cohesive understanding of their own capabilities—

picture of the assets at their disposal.

that is, how they can leverage the capabilities of
each of their constituent parts (component organi-

Operational equipment, personnel, and infrastruc-

zations of DHS, embassies of the State Department,

ture are spread across the United States and

field offices of the FBI, and so on), as well as the

globally, housed under multiple organizations with

assets that enable them. To ensure readiness across

distinct needs and missions. However, they still

the national security enterprise, departments and

need to be deployed or employed when tasked by

agencies should develop an adequate system for

leadership, and during a complex crisis, this must

answering what their capabilities are today, where

happen rapidly and in coordination. For this to

they should spend the next dollar to improve them,

happen, national security leaders need an appro-

and how to deploy them optimally. That means

priate view of readiness, risk, and operations, while

they should map their assets—what and where they

each component or subordinate organization

are, and what their status is—and connect that data

within their departments and agencies must under-

across the organization. Then, the components,

stand its own position in the larger picture. The

bureaus, posts, or offices that own or operate the

challenge is in developing an asset management

assets can gain the insight needed to optimize

system that brings a picture of these capabilities

performance and investment, allowing national

together for decision-makers, while maintaining

security organizations to improve their overall

flexibility and delegated authorities for fast action.

crisis response (see figure 1). As national security
organizations gain a deeper and broader picture of

This may seem almost impossible to implement—

their own capabilities, they can improve readiness

just finding the location of all of a department or

for the risks that might arise.

agency’s assets is a big enough challenge, and
understanding their status often means reporting
up and down the chain. But mapping technologies

Mapping the assets

that track asset location and status are already at
work in many commercial companies today. Real-

For national security organizations, being ready for

time data streams taken from real-world assets

risk starts with knowing their own capabilities,

allow shipping companies to track their fleets,

which translates to having a real-time, ground-

manufacturers to map their production lines, and

truth picture of subordinate and component assets,

consumers to follow their food delivery orders via

and when needed, the assets of other partners and

an app.2 These technologies turn every employee

critical enablers. Without understanding what

check-in, every rotation of a connected turbine,

assets exist and are available to address a threat,

and every scan of a product or package into data

national security leaders could struggle to obtain a

that contributes to an overall picture of activity and

unified readiness picture. The national security

performance. To improve their own readiness,

community’s capabilities flow from three critical

national security organizations should begin by

assets—equipment, personnel, and infrastructure.

moving beyond a reporting model in which compo-

In the case of DHS, each of these are managed by

nents, bureaus, posts, offices, and other sub-units

suborganizations operating semi-independently,

report their status up and down the chain to a

with DHS headquarters providing departmental

more dynamic, granular, data-driven map of orga-

coordination. Other national security organizations,

nizational capabilities.

even if they have direct command over their
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FIGURE 1

Achieving readiness means mapping capabilities, connecting the operational
picture, and using that information to optimize operations

MAP
Make an inventory of the current
ﬂeet of assets across relevant
components to understand the
capabilities available to national
security organizations

CONNECT
Using technologies widely available
in the commercial industry, from
GPS trackers to autonomics, link
assets to achieve real-time location
and status visibility

OPTIMIZE
Leverage real-time awareness of the
location and status of assets to
optimize risk positioning, improve
operational metrics, and plan future
investments

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Connecting assets and
organizations

skills-based personnel management tools, it can
become easy to lose track of which employees
may have valuable expertise from previous

Building a map of capabilities is just a first

assignments that could be relevant to a crisis

step. To create a real-world, real-time picture

today. Creating these tools is often the first step

of the location and status of personnel, equip-

to making available detailed information about

ment, and infrastructure, organizations should

what each worker can do, so that it’s easy for

connect their assets. In practice, that means

leadership to find the best experts across a

deploying and leveraging smart technologies

global workforce in a time of crisis.3 Equipping

to each asset class throughout component or

personnel in the field with wearables and apps

subordinate organizations within national

can enhance their awareness of key develop-

security departments and agencies:

ments and allow them to make more informed
decisions and connect with other parts of the

• Equipment. When responding to a crisis,

organization across different time zones.

national security organizations often need to

Technologies such as augmented reality can

quickly identify equipment that may be housed

extend this data advantage even further by

across a range of offices or components and

allowing the perfect expert for any situation to

surge it in a coordinated and effective way. For

be virtually present. For example, some airlines

example, when the FBI is called to the scene of

are already using augmented reality to connect

a crisis, it’s not enough to know which helicop-

maintenance personnel at small airports with

ters are nearest to the situation—it’s also critical

experts so that they can make complicated fixes

to know if they’re ready to fly and if pilots are

immediately instead of waiting for the experts

available. The special agent in charge at the

to fly in, which can create costly delays.4

local field office would want to see not only
• Infrastructure. DHS is responsible for moni-

what relevant equipment she has at her disposal in-house, but also what is at the nearest

toring the infrastructure that enables our safety,

adjacent field office, what can be pulled in from

so real-time knowledge of the status of critical

other field offices, and what needs to be surged

infrastructure can be just as vital as having the

from headquarters. Sensors are widely

right equipment and the right people. Just as

deployed in many industrial systems, aircraft,

knowing what equipment is at your disposal

ships, and vehicles. By combining sensor data

and how to quickly get ahold of the right expert

with the location of the equipment in a common

can be critical to emergency response, it is also

data platform, leaders can see a more detailed

important to have a full picture of the infra-

and accurate picture of assets’ availability and

structure required to make that response

maintenance status, enabling smoother crisis

successful. That includes knowing which refuel-

decision-making.

ing depots are operational, which ports can
handle incoming shipments, and which nearby

• Personnel. Many national security organiza-

airfields can be made available for unexpected

tions, such as the State Department, employ

air traffic. Smart sensors embedded in infra-

rotating workforces. For example, foreign ser-

structure, ranging from ports to tarmacs, can

vice officers usually spend two years at an

provide this information.

embassy before moving on to a different assignment. This system is ideal for building a

Simply gathering this data is not the end,

well-rounded workforce that benefits from a

however—it has to be put to use. Connecting

diversity of experiences. But without

means incorporating smart technologies into
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a mapping plan, but it also means connecting

and the FBI director to see a readiness picture

the data generated by those streams to a single

derived from the same data streams. The mechanic

digital backbone that spans headquarters as well

can see the flight readiness of an aircraft, and

as subordinate or component organizations (see

the DHS secretary can view emergency response

figure 2). The digital backbone stores the data in

capability readiness—enabling all involved to

an accessible way, so that it can be analyzed across

make real-time decisions across the organization.

an entire national security organization to gain real
insight. Then, it allows both the local mechanic

This access to the data allows leaders to zoom in

and the DHS secretary, the foreign service officer

and out, encountering both the granularity and the

and the secretary of state, the local special agent

broad, emergent trends of their readiness posture.

FIGURE 2

A uniﬁed data backbone provides appropriate views for each component of an
agency need without sacriﬁcing data ﬁdelity

AGENCY EXECUTIVE

UNIFIED DATA BACKBONE

This level of leadership sees a holistic picture of
readiness across operational components, including
component performance, aggregate capabilities and
gaps, and real-time operations

COMPONENT EXECUTIVE
This level of leadership sees how unit-level data,
combined with data on critical enablers,
infrastructure, and personnel, contributes to the
overall readiness state of the component.

OPERATIONS OR
MAINTENANCE STAFF
This level sees the real-time readiness status of their
assets, including detailed performance, maintenance,
and use analytics
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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• Where should the next dollar go? How

It allows each constituent part of the organization
to work toward greater excellence within its speci-

should a national security organization invest

fied mission sets, and when needed, to operate in

to achieve the greatest impact? In the case of

a coordinated way across the broader department.

DHS, this is a particularly acute challenge as its

With that knowledge, leaders can take the right

component organizations vary widely in their

action to optimize performance in the real world.

purpose, capabilities, and readiness needs. The
components should focus on achieving their
own optimal outcomes—how they can be most

Optimizing for readiness

ready for their unique mission sets. But at the
leadership level, DHS coordinates, but does not

Mapping and connecting assets enables leaders to

own, many assets critical to emergency

start asking the right questions. By combining the

response. Therefore, the data from connected

real-world and real-time pictures of all their assets,

assets, personnel, and infrastructure can help

decision-makers can create what is essentially a

DHS make key decisions on how to improve

“digital twin” of the agency and its components.5

readiness at all echelons, from component-level

This digital, data-driven picture of the organization

budgets all the way down to individual aircraft.6

allows leaders to conduct detailed scenario planning. They can test the agency in different types of

The unified data backbone depicted in figure

crises and operations that would be impossible to

2 can help national security organizations

recreate in real life. Moreover, by seeing how the

answer these questions, allowing the operational

agency performs in these various contingencies,

components and subordinate organizations to

planners can understand where gaps in capability

optimize their own organizations, while con-

exist and where the next dollar of investment

necting to headquarters for global coordination.

should be spent to best fill those capability gaps—
whether through additional capacity, more

Deploying readiness

advanced training, or new assets.
To understand if a national security organization is

How can national security organizations begin

truly ready, decision-makers need to understand

to implement this approach to readiness? The crit-

core readiness questions:

ical insight is that smart technologies, connectivity,
and data are only as useful as the organization

• What capabilities are needed to meet the

allows—it’s the people who must make them work.

risk? What are the capabilities, assets, and

Therefore, it is important that leaders think about

enablers that allow national security organiza-

the organization holistically when implementing

tions to execute their missions? This is the

the technology solution. And that can be espe-

starting point for readiness, and understanding

cially challenging in large agencies, which have a

the mission, along with all potential mission

number of complicating organizational factors:

conditions, is paramount.
• Unique legacy systems across dozens of compo• Are those capabilities ready for action?

nents, bureaus, posts, offices, etc;

What is the current state of the personnel, capabilities, and supporting infrastructure needed to

• Limited insight into assets and personnel across

meet the risk? This measures how close the

subordinate units;

assets that the organizations can call upon are
to the needed capabilities.
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• Existing, but not fully integrated, data sources;

agencies can target, compartmentalize, and iterate

and

without risking the mission. Here’s how they
can begin:

• Reliance on vital partners across the interagency to execute operations, but limited ability

UNDERSTAND THE POSSIBILITIES

to mandate or direct action.

A basic understanding of the technology frontier is

7

vital. That usually involves immersing organiza–– But readiness is still achievable. Not only

tions in an ecosystem of innovation, to bring

are many of the core technologies already

leaders at every level up to speed on the latest tech-

proven in the commercial world, national

nology developments and relevant applications.

security organizations likely have much of

That also involves some catching up on industry

the needed data already. In fact, some parts

developments: Just as you can track the location of

of the US government are already leverag-

an Uber or a pizza delivery, and UPS can track the

ing data on hand to implement readiness in

location of its entire fleet, DHS should be able to

areas such as maintenance and operations.

track the location of its mobile assets. And it

The US Air Force recently began using data

involves meeting industry at the frontier, such as

that had been generated for years by C-5,

learning the applications of artificial intelligence to

C-130J, and B-1 aircraft to feed predictive

autonomics.

maintenance algorithms.8 The same
approach can be used for data that other

BUILD A PROOF OF CONCEPT

agencies already capture, from airports to

While the impact of a new approach to readiness

embassies to intelligence fusion centers. All

can be transformation, that transformation does

this data has a value, and tapping that value

not need to take place overnight. In fact, beginning

can be key to achieving a new level of readi-

with small pilot projects can expose what works

ness. (To read more about how the Internet

and what doesn’t, increasing the overall project’s

of Things and predictive maintenance are

chances of success. Take the example of a leading

already helping organizations, check out

heavy equipment manufacturer that wanted to cre-

Making maintenance smarter.)

ate a “smart factory” with visibility into where all

9

its products were in the assembly process.11 Rather
Naturally, any transformation of a large bureau-

than leaping in with a large up-front investment,

cracy can be challenging. However, hard-won

the company began small, adding sensors to only

lessons from other government and commercial

one production line at first. Doing so allowed it to

modernization efforts can help smooth the transition to a real-world, real-time readiness picture.

identify and fix technical hiccups with communication and see the real benefits the project could

10

In fact, national security organizations can turn

create. Armed with that real-world ROI, the manu-

many of their organizational challenges into advan-

facturer was able to confidently scale up the project

tages as they deploy readiness solutions. While

to other parts of the factory. For the State

commercial businesses often must integrate new

Department, this might mean starting with team-

technologies into their core operations with conse-

level innovations within a particular embassy

quences that potentially affect the entire

before expanding solutions across the entire

organization, US government departments and

organization.
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ITERATE AND SCALE

operations and exercises before deploying the solu-

After piloting one or two solutions, take stock of

tion in a crisis.

lessons learned.12 Pilots do not need to be perfect
before iterating on successes. Even small changes

In the end, national security organizations are

can add great value. For example, even if it’s daunt-

not expected to make leaps using technology alone.

ing to tackle live autonomics data, ensuring that all

Progress will likely depend on how people deploy

aircraft across the emergency response enterprise

technologies to forward the mission, how each sub-

are always streaming standardized location data

component within an organization leverages data

provides substantial benefit at limited cost, and

in its operations, and how national security leaders

simply providing relevant stakeholders access to

integrate these innovations into a holistic picture

location data can prove extremely valuable during

of capabilities.13 And there are predictable ob-

an emergency.

stacles along the way. A Deloitte survey shows that
finding talent, breaking down silos, strengthening

DON’T FORGET ABOUT PARTNERSHIPS

cybersecurity, and getting strong sponsorship

National security organizations often rely on part-

from leaders are all key challenges. But they’re

ners across the interagency, in the private sector,

challenges that many organizations have already

not-for-profits, foreign governments, and state and

overcome. Armed with a few key principles,

local organizations in almost every domain.

decision-makers can implement a readiness plan

Mapping those relationships, understanding their

to unleash the power of data across the national

capabilities, and incorporating them into planning

security enterprise. By using proven technologies

can improve the fidelity of a data-driven picture of

in new configurations throughout an organization,

an agency’s operations. National security organiza-

leaders can gain a real-time, real-world picture

tions should start small, with targeted pilots with

of their capabilities and truly be ready for risk.

select partners, and test outcomes during routine
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